Magnetic susceptibility matching at the air-tissue interface in rat lung by using a superparamagnetic intravascular contrast agent: influence on transverse relaxation time of hyperpolarized helium-3.
Transverse relaxation of hyperpolarized helium-3 magnetization in respiratory airways highly depends on local magnetic field gradients induced by the magnetic susceptibility difference between gas and pulmonary tissue. Fast transverse relaxation is known to be an important feature that yields information about lung microstructure and function, but it is also an essential limitation in designing efficient strategies for lung imaging. Using intravascular injections of a superparamagnetic contrast agent in rats, it was possible to increase the overall susceptibility of the perfused lung tissues and hence to match it with the gas susceptibility. The transverse decay time constant of inhaled hyperpolarized helium-3 was measured in multiple-spin-echo experiments at 1.5 T as a function of the superparamagnetic contrast agent concentration in the animal blood. The time constant was increased by a factor of 3 when an optimal concentration was reached as predicted for susceptibility matching by combining intrinsic susceptibilities of tissue, blood, and gas.